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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to examine translation norms, strategies and solutions in chapter 

XIII Westbottom and Lapland in The Further Adventures of Nils (Lagerlöf, 1911). In the 

foreword to the English translation of the novel, the translator writes that some of the purely 

geographical matter has been eliminated in the translation, and that cuts have been made 

where the descriptive matter is only of local interest. This statement raised questions about the 

intended readerships and the purposes of the original novel and the translation, respectively. 

Are these the same in the two texts, or are they different? Further questions were raised 

regarding the initial norm of the translator. Has she aimed for domestication or foreignization 

in the text?  

       In this paper, two domains were chosen as fields of study: proper nouns and the lexical 

fields of water, heights and flat land. Through an analysis of coupled pairs from the chosen 

domains, it was concluded that the translator‘s initial norm was foreignization, but that there 

are also many examples of domestication in the text. It was also shown that while the original 

novel has two clearly stated purposes, namely of being a geography book for Swedish school 

children as well as a novel with high literary standards, the educational purpose is not as 

pronounced in the translation. However, the inclusion of a Table of Pronunciation displayed 

an educational addition to the translation, which is not part of the original novel.  

 

Keywords: translation, Lagerlöf, English, Swedish, initial norm, domestication, 

foreignization. 
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1. Introduction  
Selma Lagerlöf´s two-part novel Nils Holgerssons underbara resa genom Sverige (1906- 

1907) (The Wonderful Adventures of Nils (1907) and The Further Adventures of Nils (1911)) 

is a classic within Swedish literature. The novel was written on commission by Sveriges 

Allmänna Folkskollärarförening (the National Association for Swedish Elementary 

Teachers
1
) and had the stated purpose of replacing the old reading-book in Swedish 

elementary schools and of providing school-children with an account of Swedish geography 

written in fictional style (Elenius, 2005, p. 182). The novel was a great success and has been 

translated into about 60 languages (http://www.selmalagerlof.org/selma2.html). 

       The second part of the novel was translated into English in 1911 by Velma Swanston 

Howard, who in total translated 12 of Lagerlöf‘s works (http://nobelprize. 

org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1909/lagerlof-bibl.html). Since Swanston Howard´s 

translation, no other full English translation of the novel has, to my knowledge, been made. In 

the foreword to The further adventures of Nils (Lagerlöf, 1911), Swanston Howard writes: 

Some of the purely geographical matter in the Swedish original of the ―Further Adventures of 

Nils‖ have been eliminated from the English version. 

 

The author has rendered valuable assistance in cutting certain chapters and abridging others. 

Also, with the author´s approval, cuts have been made where the descriptive matter was 

merely of local interest. 

    But the story itself is intact. 

   V.S.H. (Lagerlöf, 1911). 

 

The foreword raises questions about the intended readerships and purposes of Lagerlöf‘s 

original text and Swanston Howard‘s translation, respectively. What is meant by ―local 

interest‖ and how does one decide what is ―purely geographical matter‖ in a novel written 

with the educational purpose of teaching geography? Is the purpose of the translated novel 

different from that of the original? 

       This paper focuses on the translation of chapter XLIII Västerbotten och Lappland 

(Lagerlöf, 1907) (XIII Westbottom and Lapland (Lagerlöf, 1911)) in the second of the two 

novels. Two main domains have been selected for study, namely proper nouns and natural 

phenomena, more specifically the lexical fields of water, heights and flat land. A Table of 

Pronunciation added by the translator at the end of the novel has also been included in the 

analysis, as it adds complementary information about some of the proper nouns found in the 

text. 

                                                 
1
 My translation.   
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       Given the specific purpose of the novel, an account of the historical events leading up to 

its publishing and some information about Lagerlöf‘s reception in Britain have been included. 

Moreover, parts of the written correspondence between Lagerlöf and Swanston Howard, 

preserved at Kungliga Biblioteket (the Royal Library) in Stockholm, are presented. They 

include comments about the translation studied in this paper. With the aid of Newmark‘s 

prescriptive theories on translation (1988), Toury‘s concepts of translation norms, strategies 

and solutions, as well as coupled pairs (1995), and finally Shiyab (2006), the data obtained 

has been put into a theoretical framework.  

 

1.1 Aim  

The aim of this essay is to examine the translation of chapter XLIII Västerbotten och 

Lappland (Lagerlöf, 1907) with the English title XIII Westbottom and Lapland (Lagerlöf, 

1911). Do the original novel and the translation have the same intended readerships and 

purposes? What can be said about the translation norms, strategies and solutions of Swanston 

Howard? Has she aimed for domestication or foreignization in the studied chapter? The focus 

will be on answering these research questions. The following domains will be analyzed: 

 

 Proper nouns  

 

 The lexical fields of 

   Water 

  Heights 

       Flat Land  

 

In order to make a comparative analysis of the source text and the translation, coupled pairs 

have been mapped out in the studied domains. These have then been analyzed within the 

field of translation theory, and the lexical items having to do with natural phenomena have 

also been analyzed with the aid of hyponymy and synonymy. 

       Further, a Table of Pronunciation, added by the translator at the end of the novel, has 

been examined as part of her translation strategy. 

 

1.2 Method and Material 

Newmark (1988) provides a list of five topics, which in his view must be included in a 

comprehensive criticism of a translation. Newmark‘s topics have been used to form a general 

framework for this paper, and all five topics are addressed in its various sections. Further, 

Newmark‘s prescription regarding the translation of proper names has been used as a tool in 
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the analysis. Shiyab (2006) and Toury (1995) have been used as additional theorists within the 

field of translation studies.  

       In his dissertation, Pedersen (2007) introduces the term Extralinguistic Cultural 

References (ECRs)
 2

, which he defines as ―references to places, people, institutions, customs, 

food etc. that you may not know even if you know the language in question‖ (p. 91). ECRs 

are culture-specific and extralinguistically oriented. In other words, they refer to matters 

outside language and require encyclopedic knowledge of a particular culture (Pedersen, 2007, 

pp. 93-96). In the text under investigation, ECRs are found in the domain of proper nouns. 

Terms for natural phenomena, such as river and mountain, are not ECRs, as these do not 

require cultural knowledge in the same way as  for instance a proper name does (for a 

complete explanation, see Pedersen 2007, pp. 91ff). Pedersen further introduces a taxonomy 

of strategies for the translation of ECRs. It is made up of retention, specification, direct 

translation, generalization, substitution, omission and official equivalent, where the first 

three strategies are source-language oriented and the following three strategies are target-

language oriented (2007, pp. 129 ff). This taxonomy has, where applicable and appropriate, 

been used in this paper and is explained more in detail in specific analyses. The scope of the 

material investigated has been extended in this work, so that it also includes lexical items 

which may be merely marginal or non-prototypical ECRs.  

       Through close reading of the chapters, proper nouns have been identified. Further, all 

lexical items falling within the categories of water, heights and flat land have been noted. The 

identified proper nouns and the lexical items within the studied domains have been ordered 

into coupled pairs, with the aid of Toury (1995). These have been analyzed as indicators of 

the strategies employed by the translator, as well as the norms governing the translation.  

       Proper nouns have been identified through capitalization in either or both languages. 

Thus, all personal names as well as all geographical names, such as Nils Holgersson and 

Kolmården, have been included. In order to make the text more reader-friendly, the identified 

proper nouns have been divided into three sub-categories, of which personal names and 

geographical names make up two categories, and the last category consists of a list of nouns 

where capitalization occurs only in the English translation.  

       With the aid of dictionaries and encyclopedias, the proper nouns and the selected 

geographical lexical items have been analyzed and classified, the latter with the aid of the 

sense relations hyponymy and synonymy.  

                                                 
2
 Extralinguistic Cultural References will henceforth be referred to as ECRs. 
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        Several aspects needed to be taken into careful consideration when classifying lexical 

items into more specific categories as well as when establishing their sense relations. Certain 

words, such as isfält and the corresponding English ice field proved difficult to classify. 

Should they be placed within the category of water words or rather within that of flat land? 

Other items such as Swedish tallmo and English midland, both compounds, could not be 

found in the consulted encyclopedias and dictionaries, and were therefore analyzed on the 

basis of their component words.  

 

1.3 Limitations 

Out of the many chapters in Nils Holgerssons underbara resa genom Sverige (Lagerlöf, 1906, 

1907) which take part in Norrland (the northern part of Sweden), another one than the chapter 

examined in this study could certainly have been chosen as the empirical material. Chapter 

XLIII Västerbotten och Lappland (Lagerlöf, 1907) and the corresponding XIII Westbottom 

and Lapland (Lagerlöf, 1911) were however favoured because of their richness in 

geographical description, and because of the various viewpoints from which an account of the 

landscape is provided.  

       The three lexical fields of water, heights and flat land vocabulary were chosen because 

they contain specific lexical items for Swedish geographical phenomena, such as fjäll, 

barrskog and älv, for which English lexical equivalents are supposedly difficult to find. 

Proper nouns were chosen as a field of study as they provide a challenge for translation for 

which there today exist fairly clear prescriptions, but supposedly this was not the case at the 

time when the translation in question was undertaken. The Table of Pronunciation was 

included because it provides additional knowledge about certain proper names. Many other 

linguistic areas might also have been studied in order to examine translation norms, strategies 

and solutions, and the selected material could have been further examined by also looking into 

antonymy and meronymy relations. However, within the limited scope of the project, this was 

not possible. 

       Consequently, this study should be seen neither as an exhaustive examination of all 

aspects of the studied chapters, nor as an account of the two-part novel as a whole, but rather 

as a contribution to the fields of translation studies and Lagerlöf studies.  
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2. Historical Background 
2.1 The novel 

A strong characteristic of early 20
th

 century Sweden was an encompassing feeling of national 

romanticism, brought on by dramatic changes abroad, particularly in the neighboring northern 

Scandinavian countries. During the 1890s, Finland was struggling to keep Finnish and 

Swedish as national languages against Russian. Simultaneously, the western neighbor Norway 

was repeatedly and successfully attacking the unionship it shared with Sweden (Elenius, 

2005, p. 187). 

       In 1901, Sveriges Allmänna Folkskollärarförening (the National Association for Swedish 

Elementary Teachers
3
) appointed a committee with the purpose of developing a new reading 

book for Swedish schoolchildren. The purpose of the book was to highlight Swedish 

geography, and to place particular focus on Norrland, which through the building of railroads 

had recently been made available for industrial exploitation. Furthermore, the reading book 

was to have genuine literary qualities. The writer and school-teacher Selma Lagerlöf was 

contacted by the committee and agreed to write the book (Elenius, 2005).  

              Both the original novel and its English translation can be found as e-books online 

(http://runeberg.org/nilsholg/; http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/10935). A word-count of the 

studied chapters online shows that the original chapter contains 4,648 words, and the 

translation 4,236 words. The translated chapter is thus 412 words shorter than the original.  

       The chapter is set in the two northern Swedish provinces Västerbotten and Lappland, and 

is divided into four parts: De fem kunskaparna (The Five Scouts), Det vandrande landet (The 

Moving Landscape), Drömmen (The Dream) and Framkomsten (The Meeting) (Lagerlöf, 

1907, 1911).  

       At the end of the English translation, Swanston Howard has added a Table of 

Pronunciation. Here, she explains the pronunciation of certain Swedish letters, and also the 

meaning of some Swedish names and words. The Table of Pronunciation is analyzed in 

section 4.1 and is found in the appendix. 

        

2.2 Lagerlöf in English 

After Strindberg, Lagerlöf is by far the most translated Swedish author for English readers 

(Graves, 1998, p. 9). A 1991 calculation of the English translations for the two authors gives 

Strindberg a figure of 125 and Lagerlöf a figure of 45. A comparison of the two authors 

further shows a notable difference in that the translations of Strindberg are constantly added 

                                                 
3
 My translation. 
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to, while new translations of Lagerlöf are rare. Most translations of Lagerlöf´s works were 

published in English not long after their first publication in Swedish, with the majority of 

publications between 1910 and 1930 (Graves, 1998, pp. 9-10).  

       After having examined the reception of Lagerlöf in Britain, Graves concludes that many 

had a view of Lagerlöf as well as her works as being ―exotic‖, and although she received 

much praise, a repeated criticism concerned the quality of translation (Graves, 1998, p. 18). 

Swanston Howard in particular has been the subject of criticism in Britain, as is exemplified 

by a letter sent by a Mr. Charles Vince to the Times Literary Supplement in which he writes 

―She has spoilt them [the translations, my comment] because she was not content with the 

simplicity of the original‖ (7/1/32 in Graves, p. 13). An even harsher assessment of Swanston 

Howard is found in a 1913 comment from the same magazine. The translation of En saga om 

en saga (Lagerlöf, 1908), with the title The Girl from the Marsh Croft, is there commented on 

with the following words:  

It is a story which in the original probably possesses charm…but it has been so mauled, so 

mangled in translation that it is doubtful that it can be read with any pleasure. We can but 

guess at the nationality of the translator, Velma Swanston Howard […]. The book drops in 

our hand, which has not sufficient vim in it to hold it another second. (TLS, 17,4,13 in Graves, 

1998, p. 13) 

        

 In Swanston Howard‘s defense, Graves points out that she was an American, and that she 

was therefore translating with an American audience in mind. Further, he considers that the 

English publishers bear some of the blame in not revising Swanston Howard‘s versions of 

Lagerlöf‘s works (1998, p. 14). Moreover, he points out that: 

(T)here is no doubt that both publishers and translators of the period felt free to take liberties 

with the text in a way that we should now consider unacceptable. Unacknowledged cuts were 

common, as was simple incompetence […]. (Graves, 1998, p. 13) 

 

Graves concludes his article by saying that although Lagerlöf was widely translated and 

assumedly sold well in Britain at the beginning of the 20
th

 century, she is now effectively 

unknown in the country (1998, p. 18).  

 

2.3 Correspondence between Lagerlöf and Swanston Howard 

It has been most difficult to find information about Swanston Howard. Neither the American 

Embassy in Stockholm, nor Sveriges Författarförbund (the Swedish Writers‘ Union
4
) nor 

Random House Publishing – which is the current owner of Doubleday, Page and Company, 

the publisher of the novel in question – could provide any information about her. The most 

detailed information about Swanston Howard is therefore to be found in a correspondence 

                                                 
4
 The English translation is taken from Sveriges Författarförbund‘s homepage (www.forfattarforbundet.se). 
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between her and Lagerlöf, which is preserved at Kungliga Biblioteket (the Royal Library) in 

Stockholm. The correspondence consists of over 300 letters, sent during a time span of over 

30 years. The vast majority of the letters are from Swanston Howard, suggesting that most of 

Lagerlöf‘s letters are kept elsewhere. The letters show that besides having a professional 

relationship, the two women were also personal friends.  

       Out of the many letters preserved at Kungliga Biblioteket (the Royal Library), all but one 

of those sent by Swanston Howard to Lagerlöf are written in English, and all letters sent by 

Lagerlöf to Swanston Howard are written in Swedish. This shows that Lagerlöf was proficient 

enough in English to be able to read the language. This observation is further supported in a 

letter from Swanston Howard, where she writes: 

You know all the English you need know. To make yourself understood – in fact, you 

speak the language with remarkable ease […] (March 19, 1917, personal correspondence)  

 

Considering Lagerlöf¨s proficiency in English, it can be assumed that she could read the 

English translations of her works, as well as the reviews published in English-speaking 

countries. However, I have not been able to find any mentioning of her having read any of the 

reviews in the preserved letters.  

       In a letter from 1911, Howard Swanston comments directly on the translation of The 

Further Adventures of Nils (1911). In the following quotes, she explains how she has been 

ordered by her publishers to shorten the translation: 

You can imagine the difficulties I was up against when the publishers wrote that the second 

book must be about the same length as the first! And that most of the purely geographical 

matter must be cut, as it was vital only to Swedish children. 

 

Much to my dismay, I found that 40,000 words, which I had spent much time and thought 

translating, had to be thrown out. In the first volume of ―Nils‖, there are 75,000 words, in 

the second after careful editing there are 100,000.  

 

In the Lapland + Westbottom chapter, ―den store förstenaren‖ could not be translated 

literally, as the ―great petrifier‖ is an expression used over here only in a comic + slangy 

sense. Therefore I‘ve had to call that the Ice Witch, which corresponds to the English Jack 

Frost. (January 5, 1911, personal correspondence) 

 

A letter from Swanston Howard sent roughly a month later shows that Lagerlöf had in the 

meantime replied to the letter above, and that she accepted the changes in the text: 

Dear Selma, 

I was glad for your good letter, for it broke the spell of doubt and discouragement. Had felt 

that perhaps you disapproved of my omissions and little changes of titles, etc. But now I 

know that you understand that all was meant for the best interests of all concerned. 

(February 7, 1911, personal correspondence) 
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The interesting correspondence between Lagerlöf and Swanston Howard shows that Swanston 

Howard encouraged Lagerlöf to take part in the translation process, and that she valued 

Lagerlöf‘s opinion.  

       The fact that Swanston Howard was ordered by her publishers to shorten the translation 

by 40,000 words is not mentioned in the critique presented by Graves (1998) in the previous 

section. His comment about publishers at the time of the translation feeling free to take 

liberties with the text might however correspond well to the situation that Swanston Howard 

found herself in. In the words of Toury (cf. section 3.3), the conditions described by Swanston 

Howard can be seen as a norm governing the conditions of the translation. 

       In the foreword to The Further Adventures of Nils (Lagerlöf, 1911) Swanston Howard 

states that ―some of the purely geographical matter‖ has been eliminated in the English 

version, and that cuts have been made ―where the descriptive matter was merely of local 

interest‖. The correspondence between Lagerlöf and Swanston Howard reveals, however, that 

the cuts and eliminations were not Swanston Howard‘s decision. Instead, the situation was 

rather the opposite, as the translator received the orders from her publishers after having done 

the translation, thereby having to cut big parts of it.  

3. Translation Theory 
Newmark (1988) presents guidelines and prescriptions regarding the different methods of 

translating texts. He further provides a list of five topics, which in his view must be included 

in a comprehensive criticism of a translation. This list is presented in section 3.1, and 

functions as a framework for this paper.   

      In a more recent book, Shiyab (2006) comments on Newmark‘s theories, and adds 

interesting aspects on translation and culture. In this paper, Shiyab functions as a complement 

to Newmark, adding additional aspects to the field of translation theory.  

       Toury (1995) provides a useful model of translation norms and strategies, leading to 

translation solutions. As a means of analysis, he introduces the concept of coupled pairs, 

which in this paper has been used in the organizing of data. Toury is presented in section 3.3. 

 

3.1 Newmark  

In Newmark‘s view, translation is as much a science as it is a skill, an art and a matter of taste 

(1988, p. 6). Accordingly, many aspects play a part in the making of a translation, and hence, 

many aspects should also be considered in the assessing of one.  
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In his book, Newmark outlines five topics which in his view have to be covered in any 

comprehensive criticism of a translation: 

1) a brief analysis of the SL
5
 text stressing its intention and its functional 

aspects; 

2) the translator´s interpretation of the SL text´s purpose; his translation method 

and the translation´s likely readership; 

3) a selective but representative detailed comparison of the translation with the 

original; 

4) an evaluation of the translation 

a) in the translator´s terms 

b) in the critic´s terms; 

5) where appropriate, an assessment of the likely place of the translation in the 

target  language culture or discipline (1988, p. 186) 

 

In this paper, the first two points are covered in section 2, Historical Background. As the 

translation methodology used by Swanston Howard is a main focus in this paper, this subject 

is addressed in several sections. Newmark‘s third point is covered in the analysis, and the 

fourth point is covered in section 2, Historical Background, as well as in the conclusion. The 

last topic relates to the novel‘s importance in the TL culture, which, in various ways, is 

addressed in several parts of this paper. 

      According to Newmark, the more specific a language becomes in regard to natural 

phenomena such as geographical and ecological terms, the more it becomes embedded in 

cultural features, and this gives rise to translation problems (1988, p. 95). Newmark refers to 

the terms falling within this category as ―cultural words‖, along with for example vocabulary 

for various foods, clothing and transport. ―Cultural words‖ thus overlap with what Pedersen 

(2007) refers to as ECRs. 

       In regard to geographical terms and features, Newmark‘s advice is that the translator 

should not invent new terms, but stay true to the conventions regarding original spelling, 

wherever possible (1988, p. 216). Likewise, in regard to proper names, people‘s first names 

and surnames should usually be rendered unchanged in the translation, assuming that their 

nationality is important and that the names do not have any connotations in the text. Thereby, 

their nationality is preserved (Newmark, 1988, pp. 214-215). However, this advice does not 

always apply to names with connotations in imaginative literature, e.g. some children‘s 

stories. In cases when connotation and nationality are significant, Newmark suggests that the 

best method is: 

[F]irst to translate the word that underlies the SL proper name into the TL
6
, and then to 

neutralise the translated word back into a new SL proper name – but normally only when the 

character‘s name is not yet current amongst an educated TL readership. (1988, p. 215) 

                                                 
5
 SL is short for source language, i.e. the language in which the original text is written (my comment). 

6
 TL is short for target language, i.e. the language used in the translation (my comment).  
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In this paper, Newmark‘s advice regarding the translation of proper names is used as a tool in 

the analysis of Swanston Howard‘s translation methodology.  

 

3.2 Shiyab 

In a book published almost 20 years after Newmark‘s, Shiyab concludes that ―there is very 

little consensus between linguists, translation theorists and translation practitioners regarding 

the principles, rules, and methods of translating‖ (2006, p. 22). In an attempt to categorize the 

various views, he divides the definitions of translating into meaning-based definitions and 

semiotic-based definitions. Meaning-based definitions, as explained by Shiyab, use meaning 

as the base for interpreting, and focus on conveying the meaning of the original text into the 

translated text. In semiotic-based definitions the focus is instead on studying signs, symbols, 

codes etc, and ―all aspects of human communication are analyzed as systems of signals‖ 

(Shiyab, 2006, p. 23). Shiyab classifies Newmark´s works as belonging to the meaning-based 

definitions, and repeatedly draws on him when presenting various approaches to the field of 

translation theory and practices. Toury, who is presented in the next section, is classified as 

belonging to the other category, in having a semiotic-based definition of translation (Shiyab, 

2006, p. 21).  

       In a section devoted to the concept of culture in translation, Shiyab presents the Sapirean 

notion (1921, 1951, 1956) that ―each language exists within a particular culture and has its 

own particular lexicon which shapes the perception of its speakers‖ (2006, p. 84). He 

comments on this notion, also known as linguistic relativity, by claiming that: 

Within the process of translation, the awareness of the cultural as well as the socially 

equivalent frameworks in which a particular text is used is extremely significant, although 

perfect cultural equivalents are indeed unattainable. What is attainable is the approximation of 

cultural and social context of the two languages, which makes the translated text functionally 

similar and relatively natural with respect to its original. (Shiyab, 2006, p. 84) 

 

A ―perfect‖ translation between cultures is thus impossible, according to Shiyab. Through 

approximation the translated text can however have a similar function as the original text.  

 

3.3 Toury  

Toury (1995) is located within the field of descriptive translation studies and sees translation 

as an activity which ―inevitably involves at least two languages and two cultural traditions, 

i.e., at least two sets of norm-systems on each level‖ (1995, p. 56). He expects norms to 

operate in all sorts of translations, and in each stage in the creation of a translation. Norms, he 

claims, are thus reflected on every level of the translation product (1995, p. 58). The initial 
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norm, as explained by Toury, is constituted by the translator‘s choice of either subjecting him-

/herself to the original SL and its norms, or to the norms active in the TL, thus creating either 

an SL- or a TL-oriented text (Toury, 1995, p. 56). In other words, the translator can aim for 

either domestication or foreignization in the translation (Venuti, 1995). The difference 

between these two concepts is, according to Oittinen, that ―while domestication assimilates 

text to target linguistic and cultural values, in foreignization some significant traces of the 

original text are retained‖ (2006, p. 42). 

       Toury‘s norm system is also made up of preliminary norms and operational norms, 

where the latter direct the decisions made during the act of translation (1995, p. 58). Within 

preliminary norms, translation policy has to do with the factors that govern the choice of text 

types to be translated into a particular language and/or culture at a particular time. Here, 

human agents, such as publishing houses, play a part (Toury, 1995, p. 58). As previously 

mentioned, the conditions provided by the publishers in the translation of The Further 

Adventures of Nils (1911) can be seen as part of the translation policy governing this 

particular translation.  

       In order to be able to carry out a satisfactory comparative analysis of an SL and a TL text, 

Toury suggests the study of ―coupled pairs of target and source text-segments, ‗replacing‘ and 

‗replaced‘ items, respectively‖ (1995, p. 89). Coupled pairs can be used in translation studies 

to indicate strategies employed by the translator, and when put within a broader context, they 

further enable speculation on the considerations ―which may have been involved in making 

the decisions […] along with the factors which may have constrained the act‖ (Toury, 1995, 

p. 37). In choosing which segments to work with, the crucial requirement is, according to 

Toury, that these should be ―relevant to the operation which would then be performed on 

them […]‖ (1995, p. 88, emphasis removed).  

       In the present study, coupled pairs have been identified in the chosen domains, namely 

proper names and the lexical fields of water, heights and flat land vocabulary.  

4. Analysis 
4.1 Table of Pronunciation 

At the end of The Wonderful Adventures of Nils (Lagerlöf, 1911), Swanston Howard has 

added what she calls a Table of Pronunciation (cf. Appendix). Here, she provides thorough 

explanations of the pronunciation of certain Swedish letters as well as the meaning of, or the 

connotations brought out by, certain names or words in the novel.  
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In the table, explanations such as the following are found: 

The final _e_ is sounded in Skåne, Sirle, Gripe, etc. 

 

The _å_ in Skåne and Småland is pronounced like _o_ in ore. 

 

_j_ is like the English _y_. Nuolja, Oviksfjällen, Sjangeli, Jarro, 

etc., should sound as if they were spelled like this: Nuolya, 

Oviksfyellen, Syang [one syllable] elee, Yarro, etc. 

 

The names which Miss Lagerlöf has given to the animals are descriptive. 

 

Smirre Fox, is cunning fox.  

 

Sirle Squirrel, is graceful, or nimble squirrel. 
 

Mons is a pet name applied to cats; like our tommy or pussy. Monsie 

house-cat is equivalent to Tommy house-cat. (Lagerlöf, 1911) 

 

The pronunciation table triggers several questions, the most prominent one being why this was 

included. If the intended readership of Swanston Howard is American children, it is difficult 

to understand why she would consider an explanation of Swedish pronunciation to be 

important. Why would children find this useful or interesting? Moreover, it is difficult to 

imagine English-speaking readers referring to the Table of Pronunciation as an aid when 

reading the book. For a native English reader who lacks knowledge of what Småland is, why 

would it matter if he or she could pronounce it correctly?  

       As can be seen in the quotation above, Swanston Howard has added a sentence in the 

table where she states that the animal names in Lagerlöf‘s book are descriptive. Swanston 

Howard then continues by explaining some of the animal names, and their Swedish 

connotations. The list, however, does not include all animal names present in the book (cf. 

section 4.2.2). 

       In the translation of the name Måns huskatt (Monsie house-cat), the strategy employed by 

Swanston Howard is reminiscent of that suggested by Newmark in the case of proper names 

where connotation and nationality are significant. Instead of using the name Tommy house-

cat, which in the table she states as being an equivalent to the Swedish name, she has 

translated the original Swedish name Måns into Mons. Further, she has added an -ie at the end 

of the name, presumably with the purpose of making the name more informal and equivalent 

to American nicknames. This solution thus contains an element of domestication. The 

Swedish word katt, explaining the type of animal in question, has been directly translated into 

English cat. 

       As suggested by Newmark, the word underlying the SL proper name should be translated 

into the TL and then neutralized back into a new SL proper name (1988, p. 215). In this case, 
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Måns huskatt consists of the proper noun Måns and the common compound noun huskatt, 

where the two elements can be seen as being in apposition to one another. One can see the 

compound name as having undergone two transformations (Måns –> Mons –> Monsie) in the 

translation. Although Monsie cannot quite be claimed to be an SL proper name, it still bears a 

resemblance to the Swedish original name, however with an English twist. Thus, elements of 

both domestication and foreignization can be detected in the translation solution.  

       When classifying the translation of Måns huskatt into Monsie house-cat according to 

Pedersen‘s (2007) taxonomy, the second part of the name is a direct translation. The 

classification of the first part of the name is, however, not as straightforward. It could be 

argued that there are elements both of retention, as an element of the TL is allowed to enter 

the SL, as well as of substitution, as the TL name has been transformed into a nickname 

reflecting a different cultural context (Pedersen, 2007, p.129ff). The translation solution can 

thus be seen as a mixture of foreignization and domestication, combining a source-language 

oriented and a target-language oriented approach. 

       The inclusion of a Table of Pronunciation can be seen as a slight change of – or perhaps 

rather a broadening of – the purpose of the translation. In comparison to the original novel, 

which has two clearly stated purposes, namely of being a geography book for children as well 

as a book with literary qualities, the purpose of the translation does not stand out as clearly.  

       While Swedish readers can be supposed to know how most Swedish names are 

pronounced, native English readers cannot be supposed to share this knowledge. The addition 

of the Table of Pronunciation, however, adds an educational aspect to the novel which is 

unique to the translation. Naturally, the educational purpose of the original novel can be seen 

as comprising many areas, including pronunciation, also for the Swedish readers. In the 

English translation, however, the educational purpose of the Table of Pronunciation seems to 

be for native speakers of English to learn about the pronunciation of a foreign language, 

namely Swedish.  

       Being placed at the end of the book, the Table of Pronunciation cannot be claimed to be a 

vital part of the novel, but rather to have a function similar to that of an appendix. However, 

its presence provides the readers with the option of learning a few things about the Swedish 

language.  

 

4.2 Proper Nouns  

A proper noun, also termed proper name, is defined as a countable noun which is used to 

name a specific item, and it is capitalized, no matter where it occurs in a text 
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(http://www.ldoce.com). Proper nouns, or proper names, differ from common nouns, as the 

former have unique reference – i.e. they refer to only one individual or thing – while the latter 

denote a whole category. Consequently, proper names are not part of the general vocabulary 

of a language and are not listed in dictionaries. However, the bearers of famous proper names, 

e.g. Winston Churchill or Oprah Winfrey, are found in encyclopedias. As previously 

mentioned, proper names make up a part of Pedersen´s (2007) ECR‘s, which refer to matters 

outside language and require encyclopedic knowledge of a particular culture (pp. 93-96). 

       In the studied chapters, proper nouns have been identified through capitalization. Below, 

a presentation of these, sorted into coupled pairs, is given, with Swedish items to the left and 

English to the right.  

 

4.2.1 Geographical Names  

Västerbotten Westbottom 

Lappland Lapland 

Skåne Skåne 

Sörmland Sörmland 

Gottlandskyrkorna (sic)  

Smålandsbönderna Småland  peasants 

Skansen Skansen 

Bollnässtugan Bollnäs cottage 

Norrland Norrland 

Sverige Sweden 

Ångermanälven  

Härnösand Härnösand 

Samelandet Saméland (sic) 

Söderslätt  

Kolmården Kolmården 

Östgötaslätten  

Övedsklosters park  

Dalälven  

Västra Vemmenhög West Vemmenhög 

Svealand Svealand 

Lappmarken  

Kebnekajse Kebnekaise (sic) 

 

As can be seen in the table, the translations of the names of Swedish landskap (provinces), of 

which six are represented in the Swedish chapter, are all but one found in the English text. 

Both Gottlandskyrkorna and Smålandsbönderna are compounds where the first part is a 

proper name and the second part is a common noun. While retention has been used for 

Skåne, Sörmland, and Småland, Swedish Västerbotten and Lappland have been translated into 

Westbottom and Lapland in English. The latter of the two English terms is an official 
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equivalent, but Westbottom is a nonce word and the result of direct translation. A search on 

Språkrådet´s homepage (http://lexin2.nada.kth.se/cgi-bin/sve-eng) gave no translation of 

Västerbotten, and provides only the Swedish name. As previously discussed, the absence of 

Västerbotten in a dictionary indicates that this is a proper name, with unique reference. Like 

many other proper names, it does not have an equivalent or a corresponding item in many 

other languages, for instance English.   

       An interesting detail is that the province of Skåne does have an official equivalent, 

namely Scania, but this has not been used by Swanston Howard. Whether or not Scania was 

in use at the time of the translation is hard to estimate, but as the term is derived from Latin, it 

probably existed at the time.  

       In the creative translation of Västerbotten into Westbottom, Swanston Howard goes 

against the prescriptions of Newmark, who emphasizes the importance of keeping place-

names non-translated (1988, p. 216). It should be noted, however, that the field of translation 

theory and practice during the time of this translation was not the same as it is today, and it is 

difficult to estimate to what extent Swanston Howard went by her own strategies and norms 

and to what extent she followed more general norms when translating. Moreover, the 

correspondence between Lagerlöf and Swanston Howard shows no sign of Lagerlöf objecting 

to the translation of the word.  

       It is yet difficult to see how the translation of Västerbotten into Westbottom provides 

more to the English reader than a ―simpler‖ name, in regard to pronunciation and spelling. 

The prefix Väster- and the noun botten, although having specific meanings in Swedish, 

function in Västerbotten merely as parts of a proper noun, much like other similar place 

names, such as West Virginia or South Carolina, which also contain references to direction. 

The translation of botten into bottom further brings out amusing connotations today, which 

were probably not intended by the translator. 

       As shown in the table, retention has been used for the first part of Bollnäs cottage and 

the second one in West Vämmenhög. In both these instances, parts of the names have been 

preserved but the word Västra, indicating direction, has been directly translated into West, 

while -stugan has been translated into cottage, much like Smålandsbönderna in the previous 

section. In these examples, the difference between proper nouns and common nouns is shown. 

While the proper nouns Vämmenhög and Bollnäs, which require encyclopedic knowledge, 

have been retained, cottage and Västra, which can both be found in dictionaries, have been 

directly translated.    

http://lexin2.nada.kth.se/cgi-bin/sve-eng
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       The spelling differs slightly from the Swedish original names in Saméland (SL Sameland) 

and Kebnekaise, (SL Kebnekajse), which both have been subject to retention. The reason for 

adding an apostrophe in Saméland might be a wish to differentiate the Swedish word same, 

referring to the Sami people, from the English word same, referring to likeness. An alternative 

translation would have been Samiland, thereby keeping the reference to the indigenous Sami 

people, who live in the area. A possible reason for ignoring the Sami reference is that while in 

Swedish it would be part of the general vocabulary, the translator might have considered it to 

be expert knowledge in English. Moreover, the Swedish word samer (the Sami people) is not 

used in the original text; instead there are references to lappgubben (the old Laplander), 

where lapp- functions as a synonym to same (Sami). 

   

4.2.2 Personal Names 

In the table below, the two-part names Mårten gåskarl and Smirre räv have been included, 

although the non-capitalized part of each name is strictly speaking a common noun, and not a 

proper noun in Swedish. However, it seemed reasonable to include the second part of the 

names, as these provide an interesting basis for analysis.  

 

Klement Larsson Clement Larsson 

Gorgo Gorgo 

Holger Nilsson  

Tummetott Thumbietot 

Nils Holgersson Nils Holgersson 

Mårten gåskarl Morten Goosey-gander 

Akka Akka 

Neljä Neljä 

Kolme Kolme 

Viisi Viisi 

Kuusi Kuusi 

Yksi Yksi 

Kaksi Kaksi 

Dunfin Dunfin 

Smirre räv Smirre fox 

 

The table displays that the vast majority of personal names have been subject to retention. At 

first glance, this method agrees with the prescriptions of Newmark, who states that first names 

and surnames should usually be transferred, and their nationality thereby preserved (1988, p. 

214).  

       The other translation solutions that have been employed include Mårten gåskarl‘s two-

part name, which has undergone retention and direct translation. 
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       Swedish Tummetott brings out connotation of littleness, where tumme (thumb) 

presumably is a reference to Nils‘s small size, and tott (tuft) refers to a small tuft of hair 

(http://lexin.nada.kth.se/cgi-bin/sve-eng). In Thumbietot, the reference to a thumb is kept, but 

tot is not an English word. Instead, it is a nonce formation which is easy to pronounce in 

English. The use of -ie in Thumbietot makes the name reminiscent of Monsie house-cat, as 

discussed in section 4.1, Table of Pronunciation. Here also, it can be presumed that the ending 

has been used in order to make the name more colloquial and similar to an American 

nickname.  

       In Morten Goosey-gander, the translation of Mårten Gåskarl, the translator has adjusted 

the Swedish name Mårten into Morten, which lacks the Swedish letter å. However, the 

assonance of å-å (Mårten Gåskarl) in the original name is in a way retained in the 

translation‘s g-g alliteration in Morten Goosey-gander.  

       The second part of the name has been adapted so as to render the same connotations for 

English readers as the original name does for Swedish readers. Both parts of the Swedish 

compound gås/karl have been directly translated, where goose (gås) is found in Goosey and 

gander moreover establishes the gender of the character.  

       The translation of Mårten Gåskarl (Morten Goosey-gander) bears much resemblance to 

that of Måns Huskatt (Monsie House-cat). Like the translation of Måns to Monsie, the proper 

name Mårten has undergone transformation (Mårten – Morten), but still lies fairly close to the 

Swedish original name. Similarly, the addition of the suffix -ey to Goose (Goosey) 

corresponds to the addition of -ie to Mons (Monsie) as well as to thumb in Thumbietot, and 

presumably has the same purpose, namely of making the name more informal and similar to 

American nicknames.  

              In Smirre fox (Smirre Räv), the word räv has been directly translated into fox while 

retention has been used for the nonce name Smirre. The name is mentioned in the Table of 

Pronounciation, where the translator comments on the meaning of the word: 

Smirre Fox, is cunning fox. (Lagerlöf, 1911) 

 

This comment shows that Swanston Howard recognizes the slyness often associated with 

foxes, both in English and Swedish. In English, the connotations associated with foxes in 

general are kept, but the non-translated part of the name presumably gives the name a further, 

foreign dimension.  

       The wild geese have all retained their (Finnish) numeral personal names in the 

translation. While their Swedish connotations are not as clear as for example in Tummetott 

(Thumbietot), it could be argued that the Finnish element brings out Swedish connotations to 
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the North (as this is where Finland and Sweden connect geographically, linguistically and 

culturally), thereby highlighting the geese‘s northbound journey undertaken in the novel. For 

an English reader who lacks knowledge of Finnish, any connotations associated to the wild 

geese‘s names are lost, as these have not undergone any changes. It is however difficult to 

imagine how a satisfactory translation of their names would be carried out.  

      Dunfin, which in Swedish functions as a compound, rendering positive connotations to the 

white, pretty feathers of a goose, has been retained in English and Swedish connotations will 

therefore be lost for English readers.  

     When examining the translation strategies regarding personal names, it is shown that while 

most names are retained, the translator has used different translation methods for different 

names. Of the many names that may bring out connotations to the Swedish reader, some have 

been translated into English in a manner which to a great extent corresponds with Newmark‘s 

(1988) prescriptions regarding the matter. Dunfin and the Finnish numeral names have 

however not undergone any changes, and their Swedish connotations are therefore 

presumably lost in translation. 

 

4.2.3 Capitalization Only in English 

lappgubben the old Laplander 

solen (f) The Sun (m)   

den stora förstenaren (m) The Ice Witch (f) 

nordanstormen North Wind 

kölden Cold 

mörkret Darkness 

lapphunden The Lap dog 

norr Northland 

norr The North 

 

In a few instances, as shown above, capitalization occurs only in the English translations of 

Swedish expressions. It should be noted that this is not unique to this translation, as 

capitalization is generally speaking more common in English than in Swedish.  

       The above items could indeed have been ignored, but they display some interesting 

translation strategies and have therefore been included in this study. In the third part of the 

chapter; Drömmen (The Dream), Nils Holgersson dreams of witnessing a fight between solen 

(the Sun) and den stora förstenaren (the Ice Witch) (Lagerlöf, 1911). In the original novel, 

solen is feminine and den store förstenaren is masculine, and in the English translation the 

Sun is masculine while the Ice Witch is feminine. In the translation, solen’s (the Sun’s) 
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opponent has thus been changed, and there has also been a reversal of gender roles
7
. As can 

be seen in section 2, Historical Background, Swanston Howard comments on this in one of 

her letters to Lagerlöf. Here, she displays knowledge not only of what she sees as being the 

American equivalence to the term den store förstenaren, and what would be an insufficient 

translation (the great petrifier), but also shows that she is aware of a British equivalent term, 

namely Jack Frost (January 5, 1911, personal correspondence). By using substitution, 

Swanston Howard here displays knowledge of the socially equivalent frameworks in which 

the text is significant. Although a perfect cultural equivalent is unattainable in this case, the 

approximation of a cultural context is, in the words of Shiyab, indeed attainable (2006, p. 84).  

       The terms used for the three wolves nordanstormen, kölden and mörkret, North Wind, 

Cold and Darkness, have been subject to direct translation, and assumedly evoke the same 

connotations in English readers as in Swedish.   

In the Swedish original novel, Norrland is twice referred to as norr, and this has been 

translated into Northland and the North, respectively. Hence, the geographical indication is 

kept, and through capitalization, Swanston Howard emphasizes the direction even more, 

thereby in a way compensating for the English readers‘ loss of the northern connotation 

brought out by the Swedish word Norrland.  

 

4.3 Lexical Fields 

Alm-Arvius explains how a lexical unit has a sense, i.e. an intralinguistic meaning which is 

shaped by, and depends on, its relations to other lexical units (1998, p. 17). There are different 

types of sense relations, some of which fall within the category of paradigmatic sense 

relations. Within this category, we find hyponymy and synonymy, which have to do with 

inclusion and exclusion of other senses or sense qualities (Alm-Arvius, Work in Progress, p. 

209). 

       Both hyponymy and synonymy have in the following sections been used as methods to 

classify the identified lexical items falling within the three domains of water, heights and flat 

land vocabulary. By analyzing the lexical items according to a hyponymic meaning hierarchy, 

sense relations are displayed, and it becomes possible to see the number of hyponyms in 

relation to a superordinate, and, in addition, to compare the results found in the two texts. In 

using synonymy, further aspects of meaning inclusion are displayed.  

                                                 
7
 The difference between the sun‘s gender in Swedish and English opens for an interesting discussion about 

linguistic relativity in relation to translation. Due to the limited space, there was unfortunately no room for this 

discussion in the present study. 
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       The lexical items for each category, ordered into coupled pairs, are presented in tables. 

The items have been ordered according to categories, with Swedish items to the left and 

English to the right, so that all items containing e.g. the word ice are placed in the category 

with the title ice in bold, next to the corresponding Swedish category is. It should be noted 

that the English item to the right may not be the only translation of the Swedish word to the 

left. Swedish älv, as an example, is translated differently throughout the text. Where a 

Swedish lexical item has several English translations (and when there thus are several 

possible ―pairs‖), the English terms are listed to the right in the table. At the end of each table, 

words not belonging to a specific category are listed, with the English translations to the right. 

Where the right slot is empty, the word has been omitted in translation. In the following 

sections, each table is first presented, and a discussion of the findings follows. 

 

4.3.1 Water 

Swedish  English 

is  ice  

isfält  ice Field  

istapp  icicle  

kropp av is  ice body  

    

älv  river  

älvmynning  mouth of the river  

Ångermanälven    

    

sjö  lake  

fjällsjö  mountain lake  

insjö-   fresh-water 

    

kust  coast  

kuststräcka  sea coast  

    

bäck    

bergbäck  mountain brook creek 

    

hav  sea  

flod  stream  

å    

vattenfall  waterfall  

sund  sounds  
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As can be seen in the table, most Swedish lexical items within the category of water have 

been directly translated into English equivalents. The proper noun Ångermanälven, which is 

also listed in section 3.2.2, has been omitted in the translation. The Swedish å only occurs in 

one section in the original text, and this section has also been omitted in the translation.  

       The lexical items having to do with water display several examples of hyponymy, both in 

English and Swedish. Fjällsjö and insjö- are both hyponyms of sjö, as is mountain lake to 

lake. Swedish insjö- is used twice in the chapter, in the compounds insjöfåglarna and 

insjöland, which in English have been translated into fresh-water birds and lake region, 

respectively. Fresh-water does not contain the word lake, and has therefore been placed at the 

far right side of the table. Supposedly, the term fresh-water birds (insjöfåglarna) is used in 

order to create a clear contrast to sea birds (havsfåglarna), which appear in the same section 

of the chapter (Lagerlöf, 1911, pp. 222-225). 

       Bergbäck is a hyponym of bäck, as mountain brook would be to brook, but the latter is 

not found on its own in the chapter.  

       Swedish bäck has been translated into both (mountain) brook and creek. Likewise, 

Swedish älv has been translated into English river and stream. In NE, the term älv is 

explained as a watercourse in Sweden, Norway and Finland, which is larger than an å or a 

bäck (http://www.ne.se). An å is in the same dictionary described as usually being larger than 

a bäck, but smaller than an älv, and bäck is explained as a narrow running stream of water. 

Under the entry for flod, älv is given as a synonym, and it is further explained that a flod is 

larger than a bäck and an å (http//www.ne.se). 

       If one was to show the relations between the Swedish lexical items discussed above, in a 

hyponymic kind of tree diagram, it could look like the figure below, where = is equal to, and 

> is larger than. In the diagram, the Swedish term vattendrag (running watercourse), which is 

superordinate to all items below it, has been used in order to illustrate the sense relations 

better. 

                               vattendrag 

 

 

 

flod = älv  >  å  >  bäck 

 

As seen in the diagram, flod and älv are seen as near synonyms. Their different applications 

are decided by geographical location, and in relation to the other types of running water, they 

are the largest ones in size. Likewise, an å is larger than a bäck. The senses of the words in 
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this category are thus distinguished by two criteria, namely size and geographical location, 

although the latter only seems to be relevant for the semantic difference between flod and älv.  

       The English lexical items river, stream, creek and brook have been used in the translation 

of the Swedish terms flod, älv and bäck above. LDOCE explains the term river as a natural 

flow of water across the country to the sea (http://www.ldoceonline.com). A stream is defined 

as being a natural flow of water which is smaller than a river, and a creek is, in American 

English, defined as a small narrow stream or river.  A brook is defined as a small stream 

(http://www.ldoceonline.com). In the text, brook is only used in the compound mountain 

brook, but is here included in its single form.  A figure displaying sense relations between 

these lexical items, where running watercourse has been used as a superordinate, might look 

like this:  

               running watercourse 

 

                

 

                                               river  > stream  =  creek  >  brook 

                                                 =             = 

 

           

The English items in the figure above are distinguished by the one criterion of size. A river is 

by definition larger than a stream, and a creek can be said to be a partial synonym of both 

river and stream. Likewise, a brook can be said to be a partial synonym to a stream.  

       What is shown in this discussion is that all items are dependent on other sense-related 

items within the particular language system in which they occur for their senses. In linguistic 

terminology, the sense of a lexical items is thus dependent on, and shaped by, its relations to 

other lexical units within a special language system (Alm-Arvius, 1998, p. 17).  

       The Swedish term älv is given two alternative translations in the text, stream and river.  

This is exemplified in the English translation below, where the two terms are used 

alternatively:  

Jag har inte sett annat än furuskogar och granskogar under hela resan. En mängd stora mossar 

och många forsande och strida älvar finns det också, men allt, som inte är mosse och älv, är 

mörk barrskog. (Lagerlöf, 1907, p. 313)  

 
I have seen only pine forests on this whole trip. There are also many rushing streams and 

great stretches of moss-grown swamp land; but all that is not river or swamp is forest. 

(Lagerlöf, 1911, p. 224) 

 

The entry for älv in both Norstedts Ord (http://www.norstedtsord.se) and Lexin svenskt-

engelskt lexikon (http://lexin.nada.kth.se/sve-eng.html) provides river as the only English 
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translation. The difference between river and stream is however not great, and in using both 

terms, the translator can be seen as adding variation to the text. As the English text is shorter 

than the original text, the use of alternative terms for a single Swedish lexical item might be a 

strategy employed in order to add variation to the language and richness to the translation.  

 

4.3.2 Flat Land 

Swedish  English    

skog  forest    

barrskog  forest    

furuskog  pine forest    

granskog  pine forest    

storskog  pine forest    

skogstrakt      

tallmo      

      

äng  meadow    

blomsterängar  flowery meadows    

      

fält  field    

åkerfält      

      

åker  grain field    

åkerfält      

åkerbit  garden plot     

      

mark      

vildmark   wilderness    

skogsmark  tracts of forest land    

      

land  country    

skogsland  forest land    

slättland  plain    

mittland  midland    

landbälte  land    

landskap  Northland    

      

vidd  stretch of land    

slätt  field    

mosse  marsh moss-grown swamp land swamp morass 

dal  glen 

 

The table shows that Lagerlöf has used many different Swedish words for skog (forest) in the 

original chapter, while in English only two terms are provided. The translation strategy 
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employed here is thus a combination of omission and generalization, as some words have 

been removed (skogstrakt and tallmo) and others have been replaced with more general terms 

(Pedersen, 2007, p. 142). In Swedish, all the words under the list for skog can be said to be 

rather common, and do not require expert knowledge. The difference between barrskog and 

lövskog is taught in Swedish schools, and is a significant part in the knowledge of Swedish 

nature. Within the category of barrskog, Swedish differentiates between granskog and 

furuskog. A tallmo, like a furuskog, is made up of pine trees, and the two are very similar, but 

a mo differs from skog in being defined as a dry plain (http://www.ne.se).   

       If one was to draw the hyponymic relations between the Swedish lexical items that fall 

within the category of skog, it might look like the figure below. 

skog 

 

 

barrskog 

 

 

furuskog            granskog 

 

The English translation, however, offers only two hyponymic levels, as displayed in the figure 

below.  

forest 

 

 

pine forest 

 

In English, pine forest would be an acceptable translation for both barrskog and the more 

specific furuskog, made up of pine trees, but the translator has used the term only as a 

translation for the latter (http://www.norstedtsord.se).  Barrskog has been translated into the 

more general forest. When looking at the translations of the items falling within the Swedish 

category of skog, it becomes apparent that the English translation is not as specific as the 

Swedish original. It can be assumed that while the Swedish terms in the category are 

common, corresponding English terms, such as spruce forest for granskog, are not part of the 

general vocabulary, and were considered unsuitable in a children‘s novel. In restricting the 

translations of more specific Swedish terms to common English words, the translator can here 

be said to aim for domestication rather than foreignization. 

       The Swedish word landskap has two senses, as it is a literal translation of English 

landscape as well as a term for a province. It is also a common term when talking about visual 
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arts or paintings. In the chapter, the translator has opted for different strategies in various parts 

of the text.  

       In the opening passage of the chapter, a reference to Swedish provinces has been 

translated into a more general reference to north and south: 

Båda hade varit ense om att det var den bästa delen av Sverige, men Klement Larsson tyckte 

mest om landskapen söder om Ångermanälven, medan lappgubben påstod att de, som lågo 

norr om denna älv, vore de förnämsta. (Lagerlöf, 1907, p. 310) 

 

Both agreed that it was the most beautiful part of Sweden, Clement thought that the southern 

part was the best, while the Laplander favoured the northern part. (Lagerlöf, 1911, p. 221) 

 

As can be seen in the quotations above, the translator has left out the geographical reference 

to Ångermanälven, and used generalization in the translation of landskap (here referring to 

provinces) by replacing it with a simpler reference to the northern and southern parts of 

Sweden. Here too, the question of expert knowledge becomes relevant. Had the translator 

included Ångermanälven, which is supposedly unknown to most Americans, and furthermore 

included a reference to Swedish provinces, the text might have been difficult to understand for 

an American reader. In the original novel, however, the mentioning of Ångermanälven and 

the provinces‘ geographical relation to the river forms a part of its educational purpose. Had 

the translator chosen a more source-oriented method, the educational purpose would have 

been transferred more clearly, but the text would then most probably have required expert 

knowledge from the reader in order to be understandable.  

       In a different passage, another strategy has been chosen in the translation of landskap: 

En sak var det, som det här landskapet hade mer av än alla de andra, och det var ljus. 

(Lagerlöf, 1907, p. 318) 

 

There was one thing, however, of which this Northland had more than other lands, and that 

was light. (Lagerlöf, 1911, p. 228)  

 

In this example, English Northland can actually be seen as a substitution, as it denotes 

something different than Swedish landskap (again referring to a province). As previously 

discussed in section 3.2.4., using the term Northland puts emphasis on the northern location, 

and can be seen as a compensation for English readers‘ possible loss of connotations brought 

out by terms such as Norrland, Västerbotten (Westbottom) and Lappland (Lapland). Using the 

term other lands makes the text even more general and less tied to the Swedish culture, as for 

example other provinces would have made it.  

       In both examples above, the translator has chosen to modify the reference to Swedish 

provinces, so that these are understandable to an American reader who lacks expert 

knowledge of Swedish geography. With the mentioning of Sweden in the text, the text is not 
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moved from its original setting, but yet it is less culture-specific than the original. The 

examples are not clear-cut cases of domestication, but can rather be seen as displaying an 

active choice of ―non-foreignization‖ of the text. This example suggests that sometimes 

foreignization and domestication are not really appropriate terms to use. Instead, as the 

translation may seem to be less tied to a specific country or culture, ―de-nationalization‖ 

might be a more appropriate term. 

       The translation of mosse stands out, as this single Swedish word has been translated into 

several different words in English. When one looks up the English words, it becomes clear 

that these are quite similar to each other. A marsh is defined as ―an area of low flat ground 

that is always wet and soft‖, while a swamp as a ―land that is always very wet or covered with 

a layer of water‖ (http://www.ldoceonline.com). A morass is defined as ―a dangerous area of 

soft wet ground‖, and marsh is in this entry given as a synonym 

(http://www.ldoceonline.com). Moss-grown swamp land functions as a descriptive phrase, 

and is not a proper noun. In order to illustrate the various solutions that have been employed 

in the translation of mosse, and furthermore the relations between the English items, a figure 

is presented below. ―Wet ground‖ has been chosen as a superordinate, as this is a common 

denominator for all terms below. 

    wet ground 

 

 

morass  =  marsh    swamp 

 

The reason for the translator using different terms in the translation of mosse, might be a wish 

to enrich the translation, as has also been suggested in relation to the translations of other 

lexical items. In this example, it becomes clear that English has many near-synonyms to offer, 

and although the translator could have chosen only one of them, she instead made use of 

many translation options.  

       The translation of dal into glen provides an interesting example of substitution and also 

of foreignization. Both Lexin svensk-engelskt lexikon (http://lexin2.nada.kth.se/cgi-bin/sve-

eng) and Norstedts Ord (http://www.norstedtsord.se) provide valley as the single translation 

option for Swedish dal. A glen is, by comparison, defined as ―a deep narrow valley in 

Scotland or Ireland‖ (http://www.ldoceonline.com). Although the term might be in use in the 

United States, it is arguably less common than the term valley. In choosing glen over valley, 

the translator is therefore believed to have wanted to evoke connotations to something foreign 

and exotic. 

http://lexin2.nada.kth.se/cgi-bin/sve-eng
http://lexin2.nada.kth.se/cgi-bin/sve-eng
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4.3.3 Heights 

Swedish   English  

fjäll  mountain cliff 

fjälland  mountainous region  

fjällvidd  mountain tract highland 

    

berg  mountain  

bergtopp  peak  

bergdal  ravine  

    

ås  ridge  

klippavsats  cliffledge  

topp  peak  

 

The Swedish term fjäll is in NE explained as a berg (mountain) which reaches above the tree 

line, into the bare mountain region (http://www.ne.se). On the basis of this definition, fjäll can 

be seen both as having a near-synonymic relation to the term berg, but also to be in a 

hyponymic relation to the term, where berg has a superordinate function and fjäll has the 

function of a hyponym, in having a more geographically restricted use. In English, both fjäll 

and berg have been translated into mountain, which corresponds to the translations given in 

Lexin svensk-engelskt lexikon (http://lexin2.nada.kth.se/cgi-bin/sve-eng). The translation 

solution employed in this case is thus generalization. 

     In Swedish, fjäll arguably has a rather distinct meaning, which is more specific than that of 

berg. The Swedish phrase ―att åka till fjällen‖ would by most Swedes be understood as going 

skiing in snowy, northern mountains, at least when uttered in the winter season. If the word 

fjällen would be replaced by bergen, however, the associations to snow and winter would 

most probably be lost. A berg could be located in most places in the world, while a fjäll is 

geographically restricted to the northern parts of Sweden, Finland and Norway.  

       As there is no direct translation equivalent to fjäll in English, the specific connotations for 

the term is lost in translation. Likewise, geographically specific fjälland and fjällvidd have 

been translated into the more general English phrases mountainous region and mountain tract 

and highland, respectively.  

5. Summary and Conclusion  
A word-count of the studied chapters shows that the translation is 412 words shorter than the 

original chapter. The correspondence between Lagerlöf and Swanston Howards interestingly 

reveals that as much as 40,000 words were cut from the translated novel as a whole, due to the 

http://lexin2.nada.kth.se/cgi-bin/sve-eng
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publishers‘ order for the translator to make it about the same length as the first volume. With 

the publishers‘ statement that cuts were to be made in the novel‘s geographical matter, a 

preliminary norm, more specifically a translation policy, has been established, and it has 

governed the conditions of the translation. What is also made visible is that translating 

involves many factors, and that one would be wrong in assuming that only the translator 

affects the end result. 

       When stating that the geographical matter is not vital to the target group, the publishers 

can be seen as changing the purpose of the translation in relation to the original novel. While 

the latter has two stated purposes – of being a geography book for Swedish schoolchildren as 

well as a novel of high literary standards – the geographical (and educational) purpose of the 

translation is not as highly prioritized. An interesting aspect in relation to this is, however, the 

translator‘s choice of adding the Table of Pronunciation at the end of the novel. This can be 

seen as adding an educational aspect which is unique to the English translation.  

       When examining personal names, it becomes clear that all but one of those present in the 

Swedish text are also found in the English text. In several instances, the translation strategy 

used for animal names with connotations in Swedish is reminiscent of that suggested by 

Newmark (1988). In keeping the translated names close to the Swedish names instead of 

replacing these with conventional English names, a foreign aspect is added to the translation. 

The special semantic character of proper names further explains why these are often retained 

in translation. 

       However, the proper names found in the text are in several instances ―Americanized‖, as 

Swedish letters are replaced with letters also present in the English alphabet, and the suffixes  

-ie or -ey are added, presumably to make the names more informal and more similar to 

American nicknames. It can thereby be claimed that in the translation of proper names in the 

chapter, a primarily source-oriented strategy has been employed, but that there are also 

elements of domestication present. 

       In the case of geographical names, several Swedish items have been omitted in 

translation. While the names reflect the original novel‘s educational purpose of teaching 

geography and many of the names are part of Swedish common knowledge, they would most 

probably require expert knowledge from English readers. In being omitted, they are seen as 

forming a part of the ―geographical matter‖ deemed as irrelevant to the target audience by the 

publishers.  

       The geographical names that have been included in the translation show that different 

translation strategies have been employed in different places; in some cases, retention has 
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been used (e.g. in Skåne), and in others, this method has been combined with direct translation 

(e.g. in West Vemmenhög). Lappland has been translated into the official equivalent Lapland, 

but Samelandet (Saméland) and Västerbotten (Westbottom) have been subject to more 

unconventional translation methodology. Today, there exist rather clear prescriptions on how 

to treat geographical references in translation (cf. Newmark, 1988), but at the time of 

translation, such clear prescriptions presumably did not exist. Thus, the strategies employed 

by Swanston Howard were supposedly based to a large extent on her own judgment, coupled 

with the interests of her publishers and to a certain extent presumably also of Lagerlöf, and 

the result therefore displays various solutions in various cases.  

       In the translation of solen into the Sun  and the substitution of den stora förstenaren with 

the Ice Witch, and hence the reversal of gender roles, the translator displays knowledge of 

both undesirable translation alternatives as well as knowledge of the TL culture, and based on 

this, has chosen to domesticate the text. In using the more specific Northland as a translation 

for both landskap and norr, Swanston Howard can be seen as compensating for the English 

readers‘ lack of connotations brought out by Swedish words indicating the northern setting of 

the chapter. In both instances, the translation strategies used display a cultural awareness, and 

show how the translator has adjusted the text on the basis of the intended readership.         

       The examination of lexical items having to do with water, heights and flat land shows that 

most items have been directly translated – not omitted. The cuts in geographical matter 

mentioned in the foreword are thus not as visible in this domain as one might have assumed. 

In many cases, however, the same English word has been used in the translation of several 

different Swedish words. This may indicate a choice of using general vocabulary over culture-

specific words, as is exemplified in the many Swedish words having to do with forest, and the 

few corresponding words used in the translation. This method does not make the text shorter, 

but may make it simpler to read, and may also indicate consideration for the intended 

readership, namely children. In some cases, however, the opposite strategy has been 

employed, and more words have been used in the translation than in the original Swedish text. 

The reason for this, as is suggested in the text, might be a wish from the translator to add 

variation to the shorter translation, and thereby to compensate for the cuts that have been 

made. 

       By looking at the translation strategies employed in the studied domains, it can be 

concluded that Swanston Howard‘s initial norm leans primarily towards foreignization, but 

that elements of domestication are also present. The context of the novel has not been 

changed; the setting is still northern Sweden, and Swedish culture is most definitely present in 
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the translation. Although some names have been slightly modified, retention has been used in 

most cases, and the Table of Pronunciation shows that the translator does not expect the 

reader to be familiar either with the Swedish letters present, or with the animal names. 

However, with the omission of certain geographical references, the ―Americanization‖ of 

some names and the choice of using more common words instead of what in direct translation 

would require culture-specific knowledge, the translator has adapted the text with 

consideration to the intended readership. Thus, while the translation is primarily source-

oriented and foreignization can be said to be the overruling strategy, adjustments have indeed 

been made in order to make the text less exotic and more assimilated to the TL culture. 
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Appendix 
 

Text retrieved from Lagerlöf, 1911.  

 

 

TABLE OF PRONUNCIATION 

 

The final _e_ is sounded in Skåne, Sirle, Gripe, etc. 

 

The _å_ in Skåne and Småland is pronounced like _o_ 

in ore. 

 

_j_ is like the English _y_. Nuolja, Oviksfjällen, 

Sjangeli, Jarro, etc., should sound as if they were 

spelled like this: Nuolya, Oviksfyellen, Syang [one 

syllable] elee, Yarro, etc. 

 

_g_, when followed by _e, i, y, ä, ö_, is also like _y_. 

Example, Göta is pronounced Yöta. 

 

When _g_ is followed by _a, o, u_, or _å_, it is hard, as 

in go. 

 

_k_ in Norrköping, Linköping, Kivik (pronounced 

Cheeveek), etc., is like_ch_ in cheer. 

 

_k_ is hard when it precedes _a, o, u_, or _å_. Example, 

Kaksi, Kolmi, etc. 

 

_ä_ is pronounced like _ä_ in fare. Example, Färs. 

 

There is no sound in the English language which 

corresponds to the Swedish _ö_. It is like the French 

_eu_ in jeu. 

 

Gripe is pronounced Greep-e. 

 

In Sirle, the first syllable has the same sound as _sir_, in 

sirup. 

 

The names which Miss Lagerlöf has given to the 

animals are descriptive. 

 

Smirre Fox, is cunning fox. 

 

Sirle Squirrel, is graceful, or nimble squirrel. 

 

Gripe Otter, means grabbing or clutching otter. 
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Mons is a pet name applied to cats; like our tommy or 

pussy. Monsie house-cat is equivalent to Tommy house-

cat. 

 

Mårten gåskarl (Morten Goosie-gander) is a pet name 

for a tame gander, just as we use Dickie-bird for a pet 

bird. 

 

Fru is the Swedish for Mrs. This title is usually applied 

to gentlewomen only. The author has used this meaning 

of "fru." 

 

A Goa-Nisse is an elf-king, and corresponds to the 

English Puck or Robin Goodfellow. 

 

VELMA SWANSTON HOWARD. 

 

 


